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Abstract

Real life optimization often concerns difficult objective functions, in two aspects, namely
that gradients are unavailable, and that evaluation of the objective function takes a long
time. Such problems are often attacked with model building algorithms, where an ap-
proximation of the function is constructed and solved, in order to find a new promising
point to evaluate. We study several ways of saving time by using parallel calculations in
the context of model building algorithms, which is not trivial, since such algorithms are
inherently sequential. We present a number of ideas that has been implemented and tested
on a large number of known test functions, and a few new ones. The computational results
reveal that some ideas are quite promising.

Keywords: Derivative-free optimization, parallel algorithms, applications of mathemat-
ical programming

1 Introduction

We address a type of optimization problem that has an objective function that is evaluated by
a time-consuming black box (for example a simulation) and that has a quite limited number
of variables and no constraints. The problem type originates from real life situations, so it is a
problem that deserves attention.

As a consequence of the above, we know very little about the function. We don’t know if it is
convex, if it is differentiable and not even if it is continuous. (In practice, a guess is that it is
continuous, but not differentiable and not convex.) Even if it would be differentiable, we have
no way of obtaining gradients, so we only consider methods that do not use gradient or Hessian
information.

Furthermore, evaluation of the function takes a long time, sometimes several hours. Therefore
an important goal is to keep the number of function evaluations low. On the other hand, the
time for function evaluations completely dominates most other calculations, such as solving a
quadratic optimization problem.

As described below, model building algorithms are often used for solving such optimization
problems. The question we raise is how such methods can be improved by using parallel com-
putations. Model building algorithms are usually inherently sequential: previously evaluated
points are used to find a new point to evaluate, and this is repeated iteratively.
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Our goal is to demonstrate the possible effects of parallelization. Hopefully the same ideas can
be used in several methods of the same type. We have therefore chosen a well-known basic
method as representative for all methods of that type. We have not utilized the conclusions of
the very interesting paper [16] to find the single most efficient basic method. Instead we present
a number of parallel extension that can be applied on a larger group of sequential model building
algorithms. Furthermore, our real goal is real life functions, which are only partly similar to the
available test functions. As the real life problems have a quite limited number of variables, this
paper does not aim at problems with large numbers of variables. However, many suggestions
may well be useful for larger problems also.

This paper is made as a condensed version of some of the contents in the PhD-dissertation [10].

In Section 2, we give details of the basic (sequential) model building algorithm that constitutes
our starting point. In Section 3, we give an introduction to parallelization of such algorithms,
and in Sections 4, 5, and 6 we give various suggestions of how the algorithms can be changed
in order to enable parallel computing. In Sections 7 and 8 we describe the implementation and
present the computational results. Finally we draw some conclusions in Section 10 and mention
future work in Section 9.

2 Model building algorithms

The approach of model building algorithms, [4], [12], [13], [14], [15], [18], [7], is a popular choice
for problems where no analytic expression of the objective function is available. Such problems
are common in e.g. simulator-driven product development, electronics and finance [3]. Since an
explicit formulation of the objective function f(x), x ∈ Rn is unavailable, the same applies for
gradient or Hessian information.

Another characteristic that separates such industrial problems for academic benchmarking prob-
lems is that the execution time is considerably longer: it is not uncommon for a single function
evaluation to take several hours.

To solve such optimization problems, and to decrease the overall execution time, model building
algorithms use a model m that is constructed with the intention that calculations on such a
model are less computationally demanding. The number of points required for building a model
is (n+ 1)(n+ 2)/2 and this number is fixed, so when one point is added to the model, another
must be removed.

The model is local and can only be trusted within a small region, called the trust region. The
trust region is a ball centered in the current iterate xk with radius ∆k. In each iteration, a
point x+

k is found by solving the trust region subproblem, i.e. minimizing mk subject to the
constraint that the step hk cannot be longer than the trust region radius:

x+
k ← argmin{mk(xk + hk), s.t.‖hk‖ ≤ ∆k} (1)

for some step hk, determined here. Then f(x+
k ) is calculated. To determine whether the

iteration was a success, the ratio r is calculated according to

rk ←
f(xk)− f(x+

k )

mk(xk)−mk(x+
k )
. (2)

Equation 2 calculates the ratio between achieved improvement and expected improvement, and
is used to determine the trust region radius for the next iteration. Assume as given some values
η1, γ1, and γ2 with γ1 ∈ (0, 1), γ2 > 1, 0 ≤ η1 < 1. The next iteration’s trust region radius
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∆k+1 is set according to

∆k+1 ←

{
γ1∆k if rk < η1,

γ2∆k if rk ≥ η1.
(3)

The motivation behind this is that if rk is large, then mk is assumed to be an accurate model
of f , and then ∆ can be increased and longer steps can be allowed. If the opposite applies,
then ∆ should be decreased.

The last thing to do before the next iteration starts is to replace some point currently in mk

with x+
k .

Figure 1 displays an overview of how model building algorithms for derivative-free optimization
work, with the evaluation of the function as a black box.

Update  
model 

Find hk 

Evaluate 
f(xk+hk) 

mk, xk 

xk+hk 

f(xk+hk) 

m0, x0  

xopt, f(xopt) 

xk+hk 

k=k+1 

Figure 1: Flowchart of model building algorithms.

3 Parallelization in Model Building Algorithms

As can be seen in Figure 1, model building algorithms are inherently sequential. In each
iteration, a single point is determined and evaluated. After evaluation, the model is updated
and the new model and the possibly updated, best point is used in the next iteration. In this
section we motivate parallelization and define some relevant terms. In later sections we we will
discuss how such model building algorithms can be parallelized.

Since each function evaluation takes a long time, it is common to try to minimize the number
of function evaluations. However, this completely disregards the fact the modern computer
architecture contains several cores, which can perform calculations in parallel. Since several
function evaluations can be performed in parallel, we are not interested in minimizing the
number of function evaluations, but rather in minimizing the number of times one or more
points are evaluated. We call this the number of parallel evaluations. As an example, consider
a case where we evaluate two batches, with 10 points in each. Since all points in a batch are
evaluated in parallel, this is faster than evaluating 4 points sequentially. Not only do we receive
more information about the objective function, but have used only half of the time.

We denote the number of function evaluations by NE and the number of parallel evaluations
by NPE . For the above example, NE = 20 and NPE = 2.

We assume that C computers are available and that each computer can perform one function
evaluation at a time.
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3.1 Optimization Runs

To keep the structure of model buildings unchanged but extend them to use e.g. several start-
ing points, we introduce the concept of an optimization run. Each optimization run contains
everything that may change during the execution such as starting point, trust region radius,
interpolation model, etc. An optimization run is a start in a multistart algorithm, and attempts
to solve the original optimization problem, but each optimization run has different parameters.
However, an optimization run is not limited to representing a start in a multistart algorithm: all
optimization runs may have the same starting point, but should differ in at least one parameter
value in order to be relevant.

By using several simultaneous optimization runs that each generates a point for optimization,
it is possible to utilize the computational resources more efficiently as this allows us to evaluate
several points in parallel.

To distinguish between the optimization runs, we assume that there are O optimization runs
currently executing, each with their own model mi, starting point xi0, trust region radius ∆i,
etc., 1 ≤ i ≤ O. Here we will only superscript such parameters when several optimization runs
are discussed, and it is necessary to separate them from each other.

3.2 Different levels of Parallelization

Parallelism exists in contemporary computers on several levels, ranging from instruction-level
parallelism to task-level parallelism. However, a user has only access to some of these levels of
parallelization. In general, there are two main things to parallelize in the kind of optimization
algorithms that we consider here: the linear algebra calculations in each iteration, e.g. the
calculation of h and the update of m, and the evaluation of the objective function f .

If we decide to use an existing linear algebra package, we have limited control of how the
calculations are performed, and we can do very little to decrease the time spent in this part of
the algorithm. However, many linear algebra packages are explicitly written with parallelization
in mind and take advantage of the CPU’s inherent parallelization capabilities without any
involvement by the user. Also, for the kinds of problems that we are interested in, the time
spent performing linear algebra calculations is very small in comparison to the time spent
evaluating the objective function. Therefore, decreasing the calculation time for linear algebra
calculations will only give a minimal performance improvement overall.

For this reason, the parallelization that is most likely to yield a large decrease in execution time
is to perform several concurrent evaluations of f . To generate several points for evaluation,
there are two main alternatives. One is to use several optimization runs and the other is to
use one optimization run and generate several candidate points from it. The first alternative is
discussed in Section 4 and the other is the subject of Section 5. Naturally, it is also possible to
combine the two extremes.

Since we discuss general parallel extensions here, we place no requirements about the imple-
mentation of parallelization. For now, we assume synchronized evaluation of the points. This
means that all points that are sent for evaluation at any one time wait until all other points
sent for evaluation at the same time, have finished evaluating, before execution continues. This
is suitable when function evaluations of different points take approximately the same time. For
the case where the time for evaluation of the points vary significantly, asynchronous paralleliza-
tion is a better option. In asynchronous parallelization, no point needs to wait until any other
point has finished evaluating.
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4 Multiple Starting Points

Using multiple starting points is one way to exploit parallelization. In our case this would
be implemented through multiple optimization runs, where each one tries to solve the original
problem.

Since each optimization run is independent and self-contained, using several starting points is
a simple way to use several computers. The main question is how to determine the starting
position and there are many different ways to do this. The simplest option is to randomize the
coordinates, possibly with some requirement regarding minimum distance between the points.
More advanced options are to use some placement methods from Design of Experiments [5],
[8], such as Latin Hypercube or Sobol sequence.

The main advantage of using several starting points is that they can be spread throughout the
search space and the main disadvantage of using several starting points is that since the creation
of each model requires evaluation of (n+ 1)(n+ 2)/2 points, it can be difficult to evaluate them
all in parallel.

5 Generating Several Points in an Optimization Run

Having several optimization runs will most likely improve the total performance of the opti-
mization algorithm, but this can be further improved by letting each optimization run generate
several points for evaluation in each iteration. This is especially evident when C > O since not
all available computers are used in that case. Ideally, we would like to use all computers all the
time.

In the following sections we discuss some ways in which we can let the optimization runs
generate several points in each iteration. This extends and generalizes the algorithms discussed
previously. From now on, we assume that each optimization run i, 1 ≤ i ≤ O, generates Gik
points in each iteration k. How to generate these additional points is the subject of the sections
below. There are several options regarding how the information from the new points can be
used, and this is the topic of Section 5.4.

To use the available computers as efficiently as possible, we recommend
∑O
i=1G

i
k = C if possible.

In that way, we always use all available computers in every iteration. We designate the candidate

point generated by optimization run i in iteration k by x
+(i)
k and the additional points by x

+(i,j)
k ,

where 1 ≤ j ≤ Gik − 1.

5.1 Solving the Trust Region Subproblem with Different Radii

One way to generate several points in each iteration is to solve the trust region subproblem
with different values of ∆.

When solving the trust region subproblem, there are two principally different cases that can
occur. Either ‖hk‖ < ∆k (a minimum is found inside the trust region) or ‖hk‖ = ∆k (a descent
direction is found).

In the first case, we have no indication that we can improve anything by using a shorter radius.
Clearly the trust region subproblem indicates that the desired step length is sufficient, since
it has found an optimum of mk. Setting a shorter step length, i.e. solving the trust region
subproblem with radius γ1∆k (see 3), it would at best yield a point that the optimization
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algorithm believes is equally good. The only reason for solving with γ1∆k would be to generate
an additional point for evaluation on a computer that would otherwise be unused.

In the second case, the optimization algorithm would like to take a long step since it has found
a descent direction. However, the length of the step is limited by the trust region radius. In
that case, it can be beneficial to also solve the trust region subproblem with radius γ2∆k in the
same iteration.

While we could solve the trust region subproblem with the original radius ∆k and with the
additional radii γ1∆k and γ2∆k in the same iteration, we choose to solve it with the original
radius and γ2∆k, for the reason discussed above.

5.2 Additional Points in a Plus-Sign Pattern

Once the candidate point x+
k has been determined, one option is to place additional points

around it, to get more information about the objective function in the vicinity of x+
k and

thereby use any computers that would otherwise be idle.

There are numerous options how to place the additional points. For example, we can randomize
a certain number of points in the vicinity of x+

k . Another, deterministic option, is to draw
inspiration from pattern search methods [6], which place the points in a certain pattern. A
commonly used pattern is a plus sign (actually a hyper plus sign, since the number of dimensions
is arbitrary). In this case the plus sign would be centered in x+

k . This would place a total of
2n additional points, i.e. Gik = 2n+ 1. However, see below for situations where we would like
to generate fewer points.

In pattern search, it is common to decrease the distance between the middle points and the
other points as progress is made. In the context of the algorithms under discussion here, a
logical option is to tie the distance between x+

k and the additional points to ‖hk‖.

If h is short, i.e. ‖hk‖ < ∆k, then the model is convex and it is believed that f is convex.
This motivates a shorter distance to the additional points, since we want to get additional
information about the objective function close to x+

k . On the other hand, if ‖hk‖ = ∆k, i.e. the
point is on the trust region border, we would like to take longer steps so it is logical to place
the additional points farther from x+

k .

The simplest case is when we want to generate all 2n additional points for all optimization

runs. In that case, we place the points x
+(i,j)
k , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, a distance ν‖hk‖ from x

+(i)
k , where

ν ∈ R+. We use ν as scaling factor, to have the flexibility to be able to place the new points

closer or farther away from x
+(i)
k . While it is possible to rotate the plus sign in any direction,

we choose to keep it axis-aligned for simplicity. Therefore, the points are placed according to

x
+(i,j)
k = x

+(i)
k ± ν‖hk‖el, 1 ≤ i ≤ O, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ l ≤ n, where el is the unit vector along

the l-th coordinate-axis.

Figure 2 displays an example of generating additional points in a plus pattern. The starting
point of the optimization is the point xk, which is the square in the middle of the trust region
(dashed circle). The candidate point x+

k is marked by a circle on the trust region and the step
hk is marked by the arrow from xk to x+

k . The four additional points (marked by triangles) are
spaced at equal distance along the coordinate axes from x+

k .
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x1 

x2 

Figure 2: Generating additional points in a plus sign pattern centered in the candidate point
x+
k .

5.3 Generating an Arbitrary Number of Points

A disadvantage of generating points in a plus-sign is that exactly 2n+ 1 points are generated.
In this section we present a more flexible algorithm that can be used to generate fewer points
in each iteration. The additional points are distributed among the optimization runs, where
it is believed that they would give the greatest benefit. The problems here are to determine
which optimization runs that shall be allowed to create additional points and also where the new
points should be placed. Our suggestion is to look at each component of hik, for all optimization
runs. Consider the components of step hk for optimization run i:

hik =


δi1
δi2
...
δin

 . (4)

We look at each component’s absolute value and “normalize” the length of the step using the
owning optimization run’s current trust region radius ∆i

k. The reason for the normalization is
that since ∆i

k may differ between the optimization runs, a straight comparison of the compo-
nents’ lengths would typically prioritize optimization runs that are further from convergence,
since they have larger values of the trust region radius, thus allowing longer steps. Then, a
greater normalized value is given priority over a lower value, when deciding upon the creation
of the next point.

When we have determined which component of which hik that shall be used to create the

additional point, we place the new point farther away from x
+(i)
k along the chosen component’s

coordinate axis. Just like in section 5.2, we use ‖hik‖ as well as the scale factor ν to determine
the placement of the additional point.

Pseudocode for the algorithm to find the locations of the additional points is available in
Figure 3, where we assume that P additional points shall be generated. In line 1, the number
of additional points to be generated is determined. Line 1 is optional and included as an
example of how we can determine the number of additional points. We here assume that we
want to use all C computers and that there are O optimization runs that each has generated
one point. Lines 2-5 are repeated P times to create this number of points. The next thing to
do is to find the longest step along a coordinate axis, relative to the maximum allowed step
length (line 3). We also store some way to access the component so that we can set it to zero
in line 5, so that not two points are generated for the same axis for the same optimization run.
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1 P ← C −O
2 for p = 1 to P do

3 l ← argmaxj

{
|δij |
∆i

k

}
, s.t. δij > 0,∀i,∀j

4 x
+(i,j)
k ← x

+(i)
k + sign(δij)elν‖hik‖

5 δij ← 0

Figure 3: Determining which additional points to generate from all optimization runs’ steps
and candidate points.

The coordinates for the additional point are then determined and assigned in line 4. As before,

el is the unit vector along the l-th coordinate axis. To move x
+(i,j)
k in the correct direction, we

use the sign() function, which returns 1 if the argument is positive and -1 if the argument is
negative. Setting δij to zero in line 5 prevents the same component from being chosen again.

As presented above, we have excluded directions where δij = 0 from being candidates for the
creation of additional points, even if the value of P is large enough. The reason for this is
that when δij = 0, then the model does not want to go in direction j at all, so we believe
that generating such a point would be of limited value and can be better used elsewhere. The
extreme case of this is when a null step is generated, which happens when xk is a local minimum
of mk. In that case there is a lack of information about in which direction any additional points
should be placed and we generate no additional points for that optimization run.

x1 

x2 

xk
 

xk
 

xk
 

xk
 

+(2,1) 

+(2,2) 

2 

 

1 

 xk
 +(2) 

+(1) 

 
xk

 

xk
 +(1,1) 

 

Figure 4: Generating a fixed number of additional points around the candidate points x
+(1)
k

and x
+(2)
k .

Figure 4 displays an example of a two-dimensional problem with two optimization runs with
different radii. The starting point of each optimization is marked by a square, the candidate
points are marked by circles and the additional points are marked by triangles. Here we assume
that at most three additional points can be created.

For the left optimization run, there is the candidate point x
+(1)
k as well as an additional point

x
+(1,1)
k . For the optimization run on the right, there are two additional points x

+(2,1)
k and

x
+(2,2)
k in addition to the candidate point x

+(2)
k . The additional points are created in order

of x
+(2,1)
k , x

+(1,1)
k and x

+(2,2)
k . Even though the left optimization run’s step, h1

k, is longer in
absolute terms than h2

k, the latter is longer when both are normalized with the corresponding
optimization run’s ∆k.

The value of δ2
1 , i.e. the x1-component in h2

k has the largest normalized absolute value of any

component in any hk. Therefore, the first additional point becomes x
+(2,1)
k . It is placed the
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additional distance ν‖h2
k‖ in the negative x1-direction from x

+(2)
k . Then x

+(1,1)
k is created since

δ1
1 is the second largest normalized absolute value in any hk. It is placed ν‖h1

k‖ along the

positive x1-axis from x
+(1)
k . Finally x

+(2,2)
k is created, ν‖h2

k‖ further along the positive x2-axis

from x
+(2)
k . That concludes the creation of additional points since only three points can be

created.

Here we have assumed that it does not matter if certain optimization runs create several ad-
ditional points while some others create no additional points. If this is undesired, then we can
impose a simple constraint on the number of additional points created from each optimization
run. This would distribute the points more evenly between the optimization runs.

5.4 Algorithm Consequences

In purely sequential model building algorithms, Equation 2 on page 2, which measures the
ratio between achieved improvement and expected improvement, is used to determine the trust
region radius in the next iteration. Some algorithms also use it to determine whether x+

k shall
be included in Y . Since we generate and evaluate several points in each iteration, there are
several values of r. There are two principally different questions that must be considered: how
do we determine which point(s) to include into Y and how to update ∆. For both of these
questions, there are many options and we will only explore some of them here.

Regarding the inclusion of a point into Y , this is somewhat of a dividing line in existing
algorithms. The DFO algorithm [4] does not always include x+

k into the model, while both
UOBYQA [12] and NEWUOA [13] do, even if f(x+

k ) > f(xk). The reason for this is that x+
k

brings information about the objective function that should be included into mk in order to
improve it.

In principle, we agree with Powell’s view, and always want to include at least one of the
generated points into Y . We propose the very simple solution of including the point that
yielded the lowest objective function value, regardless of r. The rationale for this is that even if
r is low, we have achieved a good objective function value, which is considered more important
than a high ratio. For the same reason, we update ∆, regardless of whether the point that gave
the lowest value was the original x+

k or an additional point. A possible disadvantage of this is
that if there is a large difference between f and mk, then the denominator in Equation 2 may
be unreliable, since the point is outside the trust region. This can lead to unintended changes
of the trust region radius.

6 Storing All Evaluated Points

Since the evaluation of a point is time consuming in the kind of problems that we are interested
in, an obvious way to attempt to decrease the number of evaluations is to store all evaluated
points and their values. This is even more relevant if there are several optimization runs that
may generate the same points. We call the stored set of points and their values a cache. The
cache creates synergy by enabling sharing of evaluated points’ values between optimization runs,
without any significant increase in the time required for solving the problem or implementation
complexity.

When x+
k is to be evaluated, it is first checked whether it has already been evaluated, i.e. is

in the cache. If x+
k already is in the cache, the objective function value and any other stored

information related to it can be returned immediately and the optimization run that wanted
to evaluate x+

k can continue execution. If no point in the cache is considered equal to x+
k , it is
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evaluated as normal. Once it has been evaluated, the value is stored in the cache and returned
to all optimization runs that awaits the point’s value.

If the maximum number of NPE is exhausted, using a cache may actually improve the achieved
objective function value. When ‖hk‖ = 0, the cache “saves” function evaluations and allows
the optimization run to use the saved function evaluation to achieve a better value.

7 Implementation Details

We chose to implement the parallel extensions in the UOBYQA algorithm. Our implementation
is done in C++ with the help of the Armadillo linear algebra library [17] and we used the Boost
library [2] for parallelization.

The UOBYQA works in principle as described in Section 1, with a few exceptions. When the
initial model is built, the points are placed along the coordinate axes a distance ρbeg from each
other. At the start of execution, ρkis set to ρbeg, its value affects ∆. Each optimization run
keeps its own value of ρk and is terminated when ρk ≤ ρend, where the latter is set by the user.
The magnitude of ρend is said to correspond to the number of desired decimals in the answer,
i.e 10E− 7 corresponds to 7 correct decimals in the answer, if the algorithm is allowed to finish
execution. Another difference is that the method for updating of ∆ is somewhat more involved.
For more information, we refer the reader to Powell [12].

In addition, we have also implemented the termination criterion that each optimization run is
allowed at most a certain number of NPEs. The algorithm is terminated when all optimization
runs have been terminated.

8 Computational Tests

8.1 Test functions

Our goal is to solve real life problems, and the software presented in this paper has been used
for doing this at our industrial partner. Due to company confidentiality we cannot reveal
any details about these runs. Furthermore, due to time restrictions, that testing was not the
extensive comparisons between the different methods that we wish to do.

Therefore we have done extensive testing on various test functions with known explicit forms.
We wish, however, to point out that these test functions serve as representatives for the real
functions. Therefore we assume that a function evaluation takes a long time and that we know
nothing about the functions, even though both these assumptions are actually false.

We chose to use a subset of the test cases from the MVF test case suite [1]. The test cases,
together with dimensonality, interval and a simple characterization are presented in Table 1.
The interval is not intended as bounds, rather it is used to limit the region of interest for
optimization. For the test cases with variable dimensonality, we used n = 4.

The last column is an attempt to characterize the test cases. The characterization is done mostly
with regards to whether a function is unimodal or multimodal, and whether it is smooth or
noisy. Whether a test case is judged to be smooth or noisy are rather subjective, and may not
only depend on the amount of high frequency information in the objective function, but also
on the size the interval. A function is edgy if it e.g. is a sum of several absolute values. Test
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cases where we have been unable to analyze the function sufficiently and also unable find any
information, are marked by N/A. A complete formal characterization of the test cases is beyond
the scope of this article.

Table 1: Test case specifications.

Name n Interval Characterization
Bohachevsky1 2 [−100.0, 100.0] Multimodal, fairly smooth.
Bohachevsky2 2 [−50.0, 50.0] Multimodal.
Booth 2 [−10.0, 10.0] Multimodal, smooth.
BoxBetts 3 x1 ∈ [0.9, 1.2] Multimodal.

x2 ∈ [9.0, 11.2]
x3 ∈ [0.9, 1.2]

Branin 2 x1 ∈ [−5.0, 0.0] Multimodal with three global minima,
x2 ∈ [0.0, 15.0] smooth.

Branin2 2 [−10.0, 10.0] Multimodal.
Gear 4 [12.0, 60.0] Multimodal, edgy.
Himmelblau 2 [−5.0, 5.0] Multimodal with four global minima,

smooth.
Holzman 2 var [−10.0, 10.0] N/A.
Hyperellipsoid var [−5.12, 5.12] Unimodal, smooth.
Kowalik 4 [−5.0, 5.0] Unimodal.
Leon 2 [−1.2, 1.2] Unimodal, smooth.
Levy7 var [−32.0, 32.0] Multimodal, smooth.
Matyas 2 [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Max mod 2 [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, edgy.
McCormick 2 x1 ∈ [−1.5, 4.0] Unimodal, smooth.

x2 ∈ [−3.0, 4.0]
Michalewitz 2 [0, π] Multimodal, smooth.
Multimod var [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Neumaier Perm0 var [−1.0, 1.0] N/A.
Neumaier Perm 4 xi ∈ [−i, i] N/A.
Neumaier Power Sum 4 [0.0, 4.0] N/A.
Plateau 5 [−5.12, 5.12] Unimodal, edgy.
Quartic Noise U var [−1.28, 1.28] Multimodal, noisy.
Rastrigin 2 2 [−5.12, 5.12] Multimodal, smooth.
Schaffer 1 2 [−100.0, 100.0] Multimodal.
Schaffer 2 2 [−100.0, 100.0] Multimodal.
Schwefel1 2 var [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Schwefel2 21 var [−10.0, 10.0] Edgy.
Schwefel2 22 var [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, edgy.
Schwefel2 26 var [−512.0, 512.0] Highly multimodal, smooth.
Sphere var [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Sphere2 var [−10.0, 10.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Step var [−100.0, 100.0] Unimodal, edgy.
Stretched V var [−10.0, 10.0] Highly multimodal, smooth.
Sum Squares var [−32.0, 32.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Trecanni 2 [−5.0, 5.0] Unimodal, smooth.
Watson 6 [−10.0, 10.0] Multimodal.

Computational results from tests on these test cases are presented in Sections 8.3 - 8.6.

We have also constructed and used four new test cases, specified according to Table 2. These
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functions are aimed to be more similar to the real objective functions than the MVF cases, and
even though that can’t be verified, we put special importance on the results for these functions.
As previously the intervals are not bounds: they are used to limit the area of interest for
optimization.

Name dim Intervall Function

KSnake1 2 [−10, 10] 0.5
√

2r + 2d2 + 0.2r, where r = x2
1 + x2

2 and
d = 3 sin(x1)− x2

KSnake2 2 [−40, 40] 2d2 + 0.1r, where r = x2
1 + x2

2 and
d = 3 sin(x1)− x2

Superbowl 2 [−10, 10] 0.5
√

2r + 2 sin(3r) + 0.2r, where
r = (x2

1 + x2
2 + 0.001)

Quadbasin 2 [−5, 5] x4
1 − 16x2

1 + 5x1 + x4
2 − 16x2

2 + 5x2 + 10 sin(10x1x2)

Table 2: The new test functions.

Three-dimensional plots and contour curve plots are of the new test functions are available in
Figure 5.

Both the KSnake test cases are multimodal with optimum in (0, 0)T with f∗ = 0. Superbowl
is noisy and multimodal with a local optimum at (0, 0)T with f = 0 and several global optima,
e.g. (0.422, 1.168)T and (−1.219, 0.238)T . The global optima are spread symmetrically around
the origin, and all have f∗ = −0.806.

The Quadbasin test case is based on a scaled version of the Styblinski-Tang test case, with
added noise. It is multimodal with the global optimum located in (−2.939,−2.939)T with
f∗ = −166.576 and there are several local optima: (−2.860, 2.692)T and (2.692,−2.860)T , both
with f = −138.239, and (2.717, 2.717)T with f = −110.067.

Computational results from tests on the new test cases are presented in Section 8.7.

8.2 Computational details

In the tests, we used the inital trust region radius ρbeg = 10% of the smallest variable interval.
For termination criteria we used ρend = 10E − 7 and 200NPEs, whichever happened first. The
starting points for all optimization runs were randomized within the intervals for each variable
and the distance between each starting points was required to be at least 10% of the most
smallest variable interval.

For our testing, we used a PC with 4GB RAM and a dual core Intel i5 CPU running at 2.67
GHz. Each core has two hardware threads, so the operating system sees the CPU as having
four separate cores. We therefore use C = 4 in our testing and let this simulate four separate
computers.

Since C is rather small in our tests, we cannot expect very large effects of the parallelization,
so we pay close attention to any trends we may observe. Needless to say, most suggestions in
this paper are aiming at larger values of C.

More details about the tests can be found in the PhD dissertation [10] and the technical report
[11]. We will now first present the results on the known test functions, and then some results
for our new functions.
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Figure 5: Pictures of the new test functions.
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8.3 Test Results From Testing of Cache

In this case, not using a cache and using a cache yield the same objective function value for
all test cases. Therefore we use data profiles [9] to show the number of function evaluations
for the settings. A data profile is a cumulative distribution function, and thus monotonically
increasing, step function with range [0,1]. The x-axis of a data profile displays the number
of times one or more points were sent for evaluation (i.e. NPE ), and the y-axis displays the
fraction of test cases solved. Each setting produces a data profile, and on each line, each
marker symbolizes a particular test case. For each number of NPE , the line’s y-value displays
the fraction of test cases that were solved using the specified number of NPE . Figure 6 show
NPEs for when using and not using the cache. We can see that using a cache yielded significant
decreases in the number of function evaluations for many test cases. Most significantly, eight
test cases terminated normally when using a cache, which they did not do when not using a
cache.
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Figure 6: Data profile for using and not using the cache.

In 25 of the 39 test cases the number of function evaluations decreased and in some cases the
decrease was very large. Of the 25 test cases with a decrease, the average decrease was 26.7%
and the maximum decrease was 84.2%. For the test cases Colville, Hartman 3 och Rana (all of
them characterized as smooth) the number of function evalations are decreased by 80− 90%.

8.4 Several Radii

When solving the trust region subproblem with several radii, the original setting of only solving
the trust region problem with one radius achieved the best objective function values, or was
within 1% of the best value 28 times. For solving with two radii, the value was 22 times.

8.5 Plus-Sign Pattern

We have tested with generating 2n additional points in a plus-sign pattern centered in x+
k .

Table 3 shows the number of test cases for which each setting achieved the best value or was
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within 1% of the best achieved value. We can see that not using any additional points is fairly
good, but that using a high value of ν provides the best values most often.

ν
Orig. 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5

15 10 15 12 14 16 11

Table 3: The number of test cases for which a certain setting achieved the best objective
function value or was within 1% of the best achieved value.

8.6 Additional Points

Here we present the results from generating several points in each iteration by placing additional
points according to Algorithm 3.

To get a base line to compare with, we used a single optimization run with no additional points.
In addition, we tested three different ways to generate n + 1 points in each iteration. These
were: one optimization run and n additional points, n/2 + 1 starting points and n/2 additional
points, and finally n starting points with one additional point. When additional points were
generated, we used ν = 1.0.

Starting points 1 1 n/2 + 1 n
Additional points 0 n n /2 1
Number of test cases 13 17 24 28

Table 4: The number of test cases for which a certain way to generate n + 1 points achieved
the best objective function value or was within 1% of the best achieved value.

When comparing the test results from Table 4, we can see model-building algorithms really
benefit from parallelization. The best results were achieved when using n starting points and
this is perhaps not so surprising since the starting points were randomized and some of the
test cases are multi-modal. Therefore, adding several starting points increases the likelihood of
getting good values.

8.7 Tests on the new functions

We used the following settings during testing on these problems: ρbeg was set to 5% of the
interval, ρend = 10E − 7 and we allowed 50NPEs after building the initial model.

The motivation of these tests is an additional comparison of promising settings for certain
relevant functions. The settings were chosen because we believe that they would perform well
when using a very strict budget of NPEs. For this reason, we only compare function values.
The three settings that we have tested are: a single optimization run that works as the baseline
case, five optimization runs that generate one point each, and a single optimization run that,
in addition to x+

k , generates additional four points in plus-sign pattern centered in x+
k .

Table 5 displays the achieved objective function values for the different settings. For several
optimization runs, we show the best objective function value.

To begin with, we can see that it is clearly beneficial to use either several starting points or
to generate several points in each iteration, even if the budget of NPEs is low. It is only the
Quadbasin test case that is not improved as compared to the base case.
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Function f f f
(One start) (Five starts) (One start, +)

KSnake1 3.82324 1.12614E-5 0.00145146
KSnake2 67.1368 4.98105E-13 14.9276
Superbowl 4.09283 0.00769107 -0.806106
Quadbasin -166.576 -166.576 -166.263

Table 5: Results from new test functions.

Between using several optimization runs or a single one that generates several points, we can
see that there is no big difference for KSnake1 and Quadbasin. For KSnake2, using several
starting points is superior while the opposite applies for Superbowl. The interesting case here
is the Superbowl test case, where adding extra points in a plus-sign is better. This is probably
due to the fact that the function is approximately monotonous and that m models the function
fairly accurately.

9 Future Work

Here we always exchanged a single point when several where generated. In the future we will
investigate whether the algorithms can benefit from including several of the generated points
in each iteration. However, one must carefully consider the criteria for inclusion. It is not a
sufficient, nor necessary, condition to include points with low objective function values, since
that may cause the model to approach linear dependence. Therefore more advanced criteria for
inclusion must be developed.

10 Conclusions

We have shown that certain usage of parallel computing can improve the performance of model
building algorithms for difficult objective functions. Especially we found it useful to use a cache
of stored points.

When performing testing with a stricter limit on the number of NPEs, we saw that using several
optimization runs was very beneficial. We achieved improvements in objective function values
in about three quarters of the test cases and in some cases were the improvements considerable.
We performed similar testing, but with an even stricter limit on the number of NPEs, on our
new test cases KSnake1, KSnake2, Superbowl and Quadbasin. The results were very similar:
using several optimization runs led to improvement in the objective function values in three of
the four cases.

We can recommend that several starting points, in our case implemented through optimization
runs, are used. Several optimization runs not only help in finding an optima with good values,
but also helps with finding several optima, that would otherwise not be found. Remember that
we typically only display the best value found, even if the optimization runs have converged to
different optima. The only disadvantage with this approach is that the time for building the
initial model increases, if the number of available computers is insufficient. Once the initial
model has been built, we never lose anything by using several starting points.

Using several starting points proved superior to the other tested ways to generate several points
for evaluation in each iteration. However, if the amount of unused computers is not sufficient
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for adding one more optimization run we recommend using placing additional points where it
is believed that they would do the most good.

In this paper we have shown that model-building algorithms for derivative free-optimization
strongly benefit from parallelization and storing previously evaluated points. Since all modern
computers use CPUs with several cores, using parallelization confers no drawbacks since it uses
computational resources that otherwise would be idle, and often finds several optima and/or
decreases the number of function evaluations until a sufficiently good optimum has been found.
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